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THE UNIQUE SOLUTION

WEARMAX®
HIGH PERFORMANCE
CERAMIC COATING

The floor – the
business card of
any building
…
There is really no need for old, unsightly and worn floors. They do not have to
be replaced at great expense of time and money either. Nor do they need to be
thoroughly cleaned and polished at frequent intervals, as this leads to repeated
service interruptions, and generates recurring costs.
Our sustainable and durable solution for flooring exposed to heavy foot traffic is
WEARMAX® Ceramic Coating.

Extends the service life
of existing flooring

1. High performance
floor sealant with
120 million ceramic
particles!
2

WEARMAX® Ceramic Coating is the perfect solution for significantly extending the
service life of new or worn flooring. 120 million ceramic particles per square metre
ensure maximum abrasion resistance, and provide your floor with optimum longlasting protection.
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Welcome to
the world of
WEARMAX®
Ceramic Coating
…
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The unique technology of WEARMAX® Ceramic Coating anchors 120 million
ceramic particles per square metre suspended on the surface in a flexible coating
system. When it is applied, a wafer-thin layer of ceramic, invisible to the naked eye,
is deposited simultaneously. This protects the floor highly effectively against wear
marks, abrasion and soiling, and improves slip resistance.
The floor sealant can be applied to resilient floor coverings such as PVC, vinyl
and linoleum floors, synthetic and natural rubber coverings as well as to wood
and parquet floors. In areas subjected to heavy foot traffic, our floor sealant is the
solution to many usage problems and provides optimum long-term protection against
signs of wear.
Floors showing signs of severe wear and tear regain their attractiveness, and
abrasion and the formation of scuff marks are largely prevented. As less dirt
adheres, floors can be kept clean with minimum effort and maintenance cleaning
is considerably reduced, thus not only saving you money but also protecting the
environment.
Our innovative system is maintenance-free as there is no need for re-coating.
WEARMAX® Ceramic Coating generates surfaces that are highly abrasion-resistant
and largely impervious to disinfectants and chemicals*.

* Please ask for our positive list of disinfectants.
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WEARMAX
Ceramic Matrix
…
®

Profit from the benefits!
· Largely resistant to disinfectants*
· The service life of existing, heavily worn floors is significantly extended
· Long-term protection against wear and tear, abrasion and signs of use
· Increased scratch resistance of the surface finish
· Improvement of the slip resistance rating
· Minimal resoiling
· Economical and environmentally friendly

10-YEAR
WARRANTY
COVERING
ABRASION

· NO periodic deep cleaning or recoating

Have fun with our
our Floor Configurator!

WEARMAX®
COLOUR

WEARMAX®
UNIPRIMER

Ceramic
particle

Existing floor
covering

WEARMAX®
CERAMIC

WEARMAX®
TOPCOAT

* Please ask for our positive list of disinfectants.
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Have fun with our
our Floor Configurator!
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„Our Colour System is ideal for giving
heavily worn resilient flooring a completely new look.“
8

This is how it works with
the Floor Configurator!

A new look for old flooring
WEARMAX® COLOUR creates visual highlights and guarantees an entirely new look on
top of existing resilient floor coverings – an individual solution to meet your needs perfectly.
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The all-round solution
WEARMAX® TRANSPARENT can be used, thanks to its outstanding technical properties, on
almost any surface including plastic/PVC, linoleum, synthetic rubber and natural rubber floor
coverings as well as wood and parquet flooring.
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„Our Transparent System is ideal for renovating
badly worn floors. Restores the original
appearance of wood or resilient flooring.“
11

Commercial
facilities

Healthcare
facilities

Shops, fitness studios,
cafés, ...

Hospitals, nursing & old
people‘s homes, ...

WEARMAX® Ceramic
Coating in action
WEARMAX® Ceramic Coating is the ideal
solution for particularly heavily frequented
areas in public facilities.

Offices

In hospitals, and nursing and retirement
homes, WEARMAX® Ceramic Coating
protects existing floors just as efficiently as
in retail facilities, offices or schools.

Bureaux, showrooms,
co-working spaces, ...

Public
institutions
Administrative offices, universities,
schools & playschools, …
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Time and
cost savings
…
WEARMAX® Ceramic Coating saves time and costs even during application thanks to
minimal service interruptions. This also applies to the daily maintenance cleaning.

Cost savings
When renovating with WEARMAX® Ceramic Coating, it is not necessary to replace
the old floor covering. With our system, you can expect the highest level of abrasion
resistance plus an extended service life due to the unique ceramic technology. There
is also no need for repeated deep cleaning and recoating operations. As a result,
the environment is protected since fewer cleaning agents and auxiliary materials are
required.

Time savings
A major advantage of WEARMAX® Ceramic Coating are the minimal service
interruptions. There is no need for periodic deep cleaning, recoating or conditioning,
making the coated floor maintenance-free. As resoiling is minimised, the cleaning
process – whether manual or mechanical – is greatly simplified and polishing is
unnecessary.
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Have fun with our
our Floor Configurator!
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This is how it works with
the Floor Configurator!

WEARMAX®
Ceramic Coating
is versatile
Whether transparent or coloured:
WEARMAX® Ceramic Coating makes
worn floors shine again in their former
splendour.
Due to its versatile applications and
infinite variety of designs, WEARMAX®
Ceramic Coating can be used on
almost any surface to suit individual
requirements.

Be it wood or vinyl

Create the floor which is perfect
for you.
®
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W

orldwide

120

WEARMAX ®
TOPCOAT

N

WEARMAX ®
CERAMIC

T

TR

the number 1 highperformance floor sealant
with ceramic components.
You can find our products
in use all over the world,
from the USA to Europe and
as far afield as Asia!
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systems

WEARMAX® TRANSPARENT
WEARMAX® COLOUR

WEARMAX ®
COLOUR
WEARMAX ®
UNIPRIMER

W

EARMAX COLOUR
allows you to create a completely new look
on top of your existing resilient floor covering –
customised to suit your personal requirements.

million ceramic
particles per m2
ensure maximum
abrasion resistance
and optimum longterm protection
of your floor.
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OVER
VIEW
…

asy-to-clean technology
WEARMAX® Coating reduces dirt adhesion.
This benefits cleaning operations and minimises
the consumption of cleaning agents.

Ensure that you do not cover the features
and positive properties of WEARMAX®
Coating with cleaning agents.
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WEARMAX® Coating results in minimal service interruptions.
Periodic deep cleaning, recoating or conditioning are a thing
of the past, making the floor maintenance-free.

nvironmentally friendly
As no new floor covering is required, tonnes of waste
are saved. Repeated deep cleaning and recoating are
also unnecessary. The resultant need for fewer cleaning
agents helps to protect the environment.
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80

ost-saving
There is no need to replace the old floor covering.
Our system guarantees maximum abrasion resistance
and thus an extended service life thanks to the unique
ceramic technology.

per cent
of our WEARMAX® projects are concerned
with the particularly demanding education
and health sectors.
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pematex.com | wearmax-coating.at
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